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1. Abbreviations
IoT

Internet of Things

LoRa

Long Range Radio

BTLE

Bluetooth Low Energy

RFID

Radio-frequency identification

EPC

Electronic Product Code

RSSI

Received Signal Strength Indicator

MAC Address Media Access Control address
WAN

Wide Area Network
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2. Introduction
Recently, freshwater usage and pollution have come to a critical level, resulting in a probable lack of
freshwater for food production, environment and urban use in the next decades. Furthermore, agriculture is
responsible for 85% of freshwater consumption worldwide and, according to the US Census, the global
population will grow to 9.2 billion in 2050. Thus, to preserve the current per capita supply, food production
will have to increase approximately 50% and, as a result, it is expected an increase in freshwater demand in
the next decades [1].
Soil type within one field can vary significantly which affects water intake capability and pass thru of the soil.
Type of soil therefore affects the profile of optimal irrigation. Irrigation water use can be optimized if soil can
be monitored with enough precision. This in turn should reduce the wastage of water while still providing
optimum crop yield. Optimizing water usage not only reduces the amount of water needed per ton of crops
but also decreases the costs where water is priced commodity or energy is needed for pumping it.
Monitoring soil with high precision calls the use of sensor networks that can be deployed densely and monitor
soil for extended period of time. Problem of farmland is that it often lacks communication infrastructure and
setup costs of that can be prohibitive. Therefore, we explore possibility of using cheap low energy wireless
sensors in conjunction of semi-autonomous flying drone gateway.
Drone gateway is envisioned to act as mobile gateway which low range wireless sensors can use to pass their
monitoring data into cloud service. There is recent research interest of using drone as a part of sensoractuator network and work has been conducted to automate flight path calculation for such tasks. [2, 3].
Agriculture type used in many locations around the world is such that fields are often fragmented over large
geographical area. Long range wireless sensor networks such as LoRa promise to deliver sensor connectivity
over kilometers of distance but in practice this is very hard to achieve and requires conditions that are often
impossible to arrange. Narrowband IoT is another alternative that benefits from the existing cellular network
but the availability of devices and requirement of cellular data agreement with mobile operator for each
sensor has a negative impact for the adoption of the technology.
Autonomous drone technology offers flexible alternative for sensor network infrastructure challenge.
Instead of kilometers, sensor only need to connect to distances of few to few hundred meters (depending on
sensor technology).
Of course, the situation is such that as there is no off-the-shelf easy to deploy long range sensor networks,
there are no off-the-shelf autonomous drone gateways. Our hypothesis is that autonomous drone gateway
offers greater useful potential than simple long-range wireless sensor network and is therefore interesting
to develop further. One of the reasons for the hypothesis is that drones have quickly become a routinely
deploys tools in agriculture because of their capability to carry imaging sensors and obtain information of the
crop via multispectral cameras.
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3. Requirements
High level requirements that drone gateway must fulfill are described in this chapter. Gateway is generally
meant to work as link between sensors and cloud gateway. In case of the drone gateway or mobile gateway
it has a bit wider responsibility as well.
Requirement
Sensor interface
[REQ1]
Local data storage
[REQ2]
Drone control
[REQ3]
Cloud access
[REQ4]

Imaging sensor interface
[REQ5]

Description
Drone gateway should be able to communicate and identify wireless sensors.
Gateway should have access to records of the sensor such as location and
status and be able to update that information based on current observations.
Drone gateway should collect data from sensors and store it locally until it is
sent to cloud service and is not needed locally anymore. Data persistence is
not needed unless there is fog processing of the data that is done locally at
drone gateway
Gateway is able to communicate with flight controller and give commands
received from cloud service to it. This enables cloud service to initiate
automated missions and drone gateway to modify mission in real time in
order to adapt changes that might have occurred such as dislocated sensor
Drone gateway needs to have access to cloud service either via 4G
connectivity of wi-fi. Connectivity is needed in order to drone function as
gateway. It may be possible to drone have disconnect from cloud service for
a period of time while it is executing automated mission, but eventually it
needs to send gathered data to cloud service for analysis
Drone gateway should also be able to control and access imaging sensor in
order to collect imaging data from the survey area.

By implementing these requirements, drone gateway is able to provide access for shortrange wireless sensor
without the need of establishing more permanent data collection infrastructure. Gateway makes it also
possible for drone to conduct automated missions that are adaptable to possible changes by cloud analysis
of the collected data or other changes in mission environment.
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4. Architecture
Drone gateway is part of the drone system that consists of also other components like flight computer and
imaging sensors.

FIGURE 1 – Drone Gateway Modules.

4.1 WAN Communication
The Communication layer is responsible of offering access to cloud service for other components of the drone
gateway. Communication layer consists of necessary hardware components and system services related to
them. WAN communication offers also software services necessary for communicating with cloud service.
Those components are detailed bellow. WAN communication software is mainly responsible for fulfilling
REQ4 (specified in Chapter 1).

4.1.1 Hardware
The communication module aims to provide means to the system to access the network in order to receive
and send requests. It is composed by a wireless network component such as 4G module or wi-fi module
which are described below:
Component

Description

4G module

Module that enables 4G
technology to the system.

communication

Wi-fi module

Module that enables gateway to access internet
services via wi-fi network.

4G module can be used where network services are available. Wi-Fi can be used in a way that gateway stores
locally sensor data and relays it to cloud or fog service after returning to home base or location where Wi-Fi
access is available.

4.1.2 Software
Communication software needed in the drone depend on communication structure. In case of 4G
communication most crucial is the modem software to enable using the interface. Sagis3g is one alternative
for software package that enables use of 4G USB modem. Sagis3g is open source software maintained in
GitHub (https://github.com/xdaco/sakis3g)
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For wireless network, or wi-fi, drone gateway needs software to access the network. In Linux distribution
wpa_supplicant is standard package that is used for accessing secured wi-fi networks. It has to be configured
so that it connects automatically to specific network when it comes in reach of it.
Other software is then necessary protocol support packages needed for passing data to the cloud service.
Dependencies of Python based gateway software are Mosquitto and mosquito-clients packages and then
Pyhton3 decencies paho-mqtt and requests.

4.2 Computation platform
Computation platform is an embedded Linux based system that runs gateway software as daemon services.
Computation platform is also connected to on board sensors and flight computer. Computation platform is
central piece of drone gateway a responsible satisfying all the requirements specified in Chapter 1.
Component

Description

Raspberry (or similar)

Embedded computer responsible for integrating
sensor data with the network environment.

Pixhawk 4

Flight computer connected to the raspberry pi via
USB

4.2.1 Local Data storage
Local data storage component is a relational database used for temporary storage of sensor data. Local data
storage is satisfying REQ2 and REQ5 specified in the Chapter 1. Imaging sensor data is stored on local file
system. Relational database is used only as intermediate storage and database engine handles concurrency
issues of multiple data sources and data extractor access.
Database format is relatively simply table of sensor id, timestamps and measurement values. Contextual
information is applied on cloud service level for the sensor data.
Database engine used in VTT’s gateway platform is MySQL since it is stable and easily accessible database
with good support. Data is stored in flat database table which is defined like this:
CREATE TABLE `sensorData` (
`id` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`sensor_id` varchar(128) DEFAULT NULL,
`ts` datetime DEFAULT NULL,
`type` varchar(128) DEFAULT NULL,
`value` float DEFAULT NULL,
`raw` float DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`id`)
)
Purpose of the database is capture raw sensor data and there is no analysis done for the sensor values in the
drone gateway. Calibration and interpretation of the raw value are done on cloud system. For the purpose
of cloud-based calibration raw sensor value (i.e. ADC value) of the sensor is provided. Locally analysed value
is also provided in the “value” field. This done in order to enable quick and local visualization of the data
while preserving the raw value for more accurate analysis on the cloud backend system. Such approach can
be applied to capacitive soil moisture sensors which calibration may drift over the time and by providing raw
data, calibration correction can be retrospectively applied in order to get as accurate historical data as
possible.
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Imaging data is stored as extracted files on local filesystem. Image files are uploaded into cloud service
periodically or while connected to wireless network.

4.2.2 Cloud interface
Cloud interface is a software component that is relaying data from local data storage to cloud service. Cloud
interface is mainly responsible on satisfying requirement REQ4 specified in Chapter 1. It is also instrumental
in REQ3 in allowing cloud based remote control of the drone. Based on cloud implementation it can use REST
API or MQTT for publishing data from local storage. In the case of imaging files, parallel process uploads new
images to the cloud service using appropriate protocol (FTP or HTTP).
MQTT messages are passed on specific topics which include sensor identification (mac address or EPC code)
as well as data type as sub topics. Structure of the MQTT topic is as follows:
•

[PILOT_ID]/[SENSOR_ID]/[DATA_TYPE].

For example, solar panel of the local gateway publishes measurements in following MQTT topic
SWAMPTEST/Solar-JIDH/SOL_V. in which SWAMPTEST is Spanish pilot top level topic. Solar-JIDH is the
identification of solar MPPT controller and battery charger that if also the “id” field in the JSON message.
SOL_V is same as the “type”-field in JSON message and provides individual sensor data type (Solar panel
voltage in this example)
Cloud interface is also subscribing messages from cloud backend related to flight controller commands and
instructions. Cloud interface then passes received commands to Drone Control module.
Drone commands are published as MQTT messages as well under topic:
•

[PILOT_ID]/[DRONE_ID]/COMMAND

Received commands are stored in the system logs and immediately passed to flight controller.

4.2.3 Sensor interface
Sensor interface is a collection of software modules for collecting sensor data from various sensors and
storing the values to the local database. Sensor interface is mainly responsible in satisfying requirement REQ1
specified in Chapter 1. Sensor interface is implemented either as Python components or native background
software. Python component is executed in its own thread that discovers sensors and pushes data to the
local data storage.
Sensor interface is implemented as system service on the gateway Linux based system. Since they are
daemon processes they independently push data to the local data storage. Implementation can be as Native
system services or controlled from Python based gateway platform via system services.
Imaging sensors are handled differently because the binary data collected from imaging sensor is
substantially larger than other sensors. Imaging data is stored in gateway filesystems or camera storage
media and uploaded to cloud service either automatically via 4G WAN connection or manually extracting it
from media.
One of the imaging sensors used is the Rededge-M is a professional multispectral camera capable of
simultaneous capture of five discrete spectral bands to generate precise and quantitative information on the
vigor and the health of the crops. There is a wide variety of spectral indices that can be obtained from
multispectral images in order to have an accurate information about the crop vegetative state. That indices
are one of the inputs of the Field Model Criteria, increasing the accuracy and the quality of the outputs such
as the Water Estimation Need.
Handling of the image sensor interface is needed for satisfying REQ5 defined in Chapter 1.
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4.2.4 Task Manager
Task manager for controlling the drone gateway components such as sensor interfaces and drone control
modules together. Task manager is not directly responsible to any specific high-level requirement but a
necessary component for managing the status and execution of all of the drone gateway tasks.
Task manager is also responsible in scheduling and starting different tasks such as sending locally spooled
data to the clouds service. Task manager needs to facilitate communication of Sensor interface modules with
Drone control. Sensor task have to notify flight controller when it has finished communicating with sensor.
Also drone controller needs to provide trigger for imaging sensor to take picture when drone has reached its
destination.

4.2.5 Drone control
Drone control software to communicate with drone flight controller via MAVlink protocol and serial interface.
Drone control is mainly responsible for fulfilling the requirement REQ3 specified in Chapter 1. Drone control
receives commands and instructions from cloud interface that subscribes to relevant MQTT topics as
described earlier. Control messages are written into local log file for possible debugging purposes. Drone
control module is responsible for interpreting the messages and taking appropriate action.
Drone control is implemented using MAV_CMD -commands which enable real time control of the drone by
Drone Control module. Alternative way is to use predefined mission plan which is uploaded to the flight
controller. Mission plan is static by definition and is basically sequential set of commands that drone
executes. Using MAVlink protocol it is possible to alter existing mission and replace it with new one if need
arises.
Drone control module also keeps track of the drone status and reports it to the cloud service. Also, some
sensor tasks are initiated based on information such as location of the drone which drone control module
provides.

4.3 Wireless Sensor Access point
Wireless sensor access point contains capabilities of accessing wireless sensors. Examples of wireless sensor
types to be used is RFID, Bluetooth and LoRa. Wireless Sensor Access Point is needed for implementing REQ1
specified in the Chapter 1.

4.3.1 Hardware
The communication module aims to provide means to the system to access the network in order to receive
and send requests. It is composed by a wireless network component such as 4G module or Wi-Fi module
which are described below:
Component

Description

RFID reader device

Module that enables connection to
RFID sensors

Bluetooth 4.0 module

Module that enables
Bluetooth LE sensors

LoRa receiver

Module that enables connection to
LoRa sensors
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using Thingmagic’s Mercury C-API as programming interface.
RFID reader device is capable to two-way communication with active RFID sensors as ones designed by VTT
that are based on AMS SL900A chip.
Although initial intention of mobile gateway was to act as an intermediate for short range wireless sensors
such as Bluetooth and RFID, through practical experience it has become evident that in practice LoRa sensors
do also require mobile gateway. For the purpose of interfacing with Lora sensors gateway needs to carry
LoRa gateway module.

RFID sensor reader and antenna are mounted on the drone so that antenna can pick up signals from sensors
as easy as possible.
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5. Use Cases
Drone gateway is applied in various use cases that have different requirements because of different types of
sensor that are used.

5.1 Pilot: Smart Irrigation (Cartagena, Spain – Intercrop, Quaternium, VTT)
Target crop in Spanish pilot is baby leaf spinach which has relatively shallow root system. Sensors are
deployed in dense grid in order to establish high granularity data from the field for modelling soil behavior
when irrigated.

FIGURE 1 PILOT FIELD IN CARTAGENA, SPAIN

Soil sensors are combination of off-the-shelf commercial sensors and experimental low powered wireless
sensors using RFID or Bluetooth sensor.
Drone gateway is a part of information gathering infrastructure that also includes local stationary gateway
and array of LoRa sensors. Cost of the Lora sensor is approximately 10-15 times that of RFID sensor. Due to
the limitation of the RFID interface chip, only one capacitive sensing surfaces is use.
RFID sensors are able to pool measurement values within sensor memory and once drone is within range it
can download and clear the sensor memory buffer.
Pilot site in Cartagena provides physically easy environment to test drone autonomous capabilities as there
are no high obstacles which would cause more complexity to flight algorithms. Unfortunately test field is
located within restricted military airspace which means that drone operations need appropriate approval of
authorities making operation somewhat more bureaucratic.
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FIGURE 2 ACTIVE RFID SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR

The range that drone can read RFID sensor is about three meters of straight line [4]. Due to the simplicity of
RFID gen2 protocol interface sensors are fast to read as there is minimal handshake and other overhead
procedures to take care of.
Then initial plan in the pilot was that LoRa sensors would be connected to special commercial LoRa gateway
that would be located in the farm office that is about 1600 meters away. The cost of the commercial gateway
is quite substantial therefore leaving it to the field in the mercy of potential thieves is suboptimal.

Even though LoRa should be able transmit over this distance, it is only in theory as there is no line of sight.
Due to buildings and vegetation that are between antennas. Using drone also as a LoRa gateway is therefore
a viable extension of drone gateway functionality.
Multispectral imaging is also used in Spanish pilot experiments. Pilot is located in Cartagena, Spain, in the
premises of Intercrop Iberica and addresses several challenges of smart irrigation and water management of
geographically distributed fields, aiming at demonstrating the use of IoT sensor platforms and drones to
D2.6 Specification
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achieve increased crop yield with optimal water usage with minimum labor effort. Crops are from different
range such as lettuce, endive, spinach, herbs, and bay leaf. In particular we inspected spinach fields of the
pilot with different ages of the crops. For the first two field of spinach the parameters used for the mission
are the one showed in the following Table.
Altitude
Speed

30 m
3 meter per second

Resolution @40 m
Overlap
Time of Capture
Time of acquisition

2 cm per pixel
85%
1s
From 12:00 to 14:30

Weather
Flight Mode

Cloudy
Automatic

Figure 20 Spinach Field 1 (a) Orthomosaic, (b)NDVI

Figure 21 SPINACH FIELD 2 (A) ORTHOMOSAIC, (B)NDVI

For the germination filed since the aim is to determine the germination losses by means of image processing,
allowing counting of the actual number of germinated cotyledons, the main parameter is a high resolution
per centimeter, so we inspected the field with low altitude flight both in manual mode and automatic mode.
In this way we cannot fulfill the requirement of cross-overlap due to the low altitude. The mission
parameters of the germination field are showed in the following table:
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Altitude
Speed

5 m and 1 m
0.5 meter per second

Resolution @40 m
Overlap
Time of Capture
Time of acquisition

0.05 cm per pixel
85%
1s
From 12:00 to 14:30

Weather
Flight Mode

Cloudy
Automatic (5m) and Manual (1m)

Figure 22 Germinatioin Field (A) ORTHOMOSAIC, (B)NDVI

5.2 Pilot: Variable Rate Irrigation (MATOPIBA, Brazil)
The MATOPIBA pilot will implement and evaluate a smart irrigation system based on Variable Rate Irrigation
(VRI) for central pivots. The crops in this pilot are soybean, corn and cotton. The pivot is subdivided into
management zones, so the central pivot will irrigate each management zone with different amount of water.
The sensors used are experimental low power sensors with Bluetooth, ZigBee or LoRa wireless
communication.
The gathering infrastructure includes a stationary gateway and the drone gateway may help in the data
collection in specific use cases. The mobile gateway must synchronize with the wireless sensor in order to
get the data and send to the fog node located in the farm’s office. The pilot site in the farm provides a good
environment for drone flights. However, the central pivot is an obstacle to be avoided by the drone when
reading the sensor measurements. For a low range technology such as ZigBee and Bluetooth the autonomous
capability of the drone must be carefully designed.
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5.3 Pilot: Precision Drop Irrigation (Guaspari, Brazil)
The goal of the Guaspari winery pilot is to perform automatic measurement of soil water content, soil
electrical conductivity and soil temperature at different soil depths. The sensors will gather data from the
vineyards in plots located at 800m and at 1300m in elevation. The sensors used are experimental low power
sensors with ZigBee or LoRa wireless communication, depending on the plot.

The gathering infrastructure includes a stationary gateway for each plot. The drone gateway may help in the
data collection specially in the higher plots, where the communication may be difficult. Even with long range
communication as LoRa, the higher plots do not have line of sight with the farmer´s office (with fog/cloud
infrastructure). The mobile gateway may communicate directly with the sensors in the lower plots and with
LoRa gateways in the higher plots. The pilot site in the farm provides a good environment for drone flights,
but additional care must be taken because of the plots in different altitudes.

5.4 Italian Pilot: Smart Water Distribution (Reggio Emilia - CBEC)
The Intel Aero RTF Drone is utilized primarily in various use cases that have different requirements because
of different types of sensor that are used. In the following cases we choose the RedEdge -M as payload, so
the aim of the missions is to acquire data with the multispectral camera because the outputs variables of the
field model can be related to the drone measurements. In this way the parameters of the field model can be
calibrated for different pilots of the project
The Consorzio di Bonifica of Emilia Centrale (CBEC) is responsible for the irrigation and water drainage of an
area where most water required for irrigation is withdrawn from the Po river. The water is distributed to the
farms by an intricate irrigation infrastructure. The SWAMP project aims at enhancing the overall system
efficiency by acting at farmers and irrigation consortium, focusing on San Michele-Fosdondo district, taken
as pilot area. SWAMP provides a better estimation of water needs, regarding both amounts of water and
time of delivery. This precise estimation can be achieved by the implementation of the IoT infrastructure that
enables the integration of ground -based information, data from drone’s sensors, and the weather forecast.
In the Italian Pilot we inspected the following fields:
•
•

Pear field 1: az. agricola di Andrea Ferrari 22603;
Pear field 2: az. agricola di andrea Ferrari 22602;
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Vineyard: az. agricola di Andrea Bonacini 12255;

In order to fulfill the requested requirements, the mission were programmed with the parameters showed
in the following table.

Altitude
Speed

40 m
3 meter per second

Resolution @40 m
Overlap
Time of Capture
Time of acquisition

2.7 cm per pixel
90%
1s
From 12:00 to 14:30

Weather
Flight Mode

Sunny
Automatic

Figure 17: Pear Field 22603 (a) Orthomosaic, (b)NDVI
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Figure 18 Pear Field 22602 (a) Orthomosaic, (b)NDVI

Figure 19 Vineyard 12255 (A) ORTHOMOSAIC, (B)NDVI
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6. Challenges
Using drone as mobile gateway and as camera sensor has some technical challenges that are assessed
during the project.
6.1 Locating Sensors
Locating sensors is done based on known GPS location of the sensor. GPS is accurate enough9o when sensor
is working and transmitting nominally. Overgrown vegetation or degraded battery life can have detrimental
effect on sensor communication range and thus may cause difficulties to find the sensor. Poor reception of
GPS signal may also provide inaccurate positioning information for the drone
There are several approaches that can be taken to overcome this possible challenge. Sensor reading device
also records RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) value for the sensor which can be used in conjunction
with autonomous flying to make search pattern to locate sensor accurately enough.
This situation may also arise if sensor is moved without recording a new location for it.
GPS is primary positioning method for the drone, but other approaches can be also used in conjunction.
Optical flow measurement together with compass can be used to calculate position using dead reckoning.
Once sensor location is established it should be updated to cloud backend infrastructure.

6.2 Accessing cloud service
Access to cloud backed is primarily done via direct 4G link or wi-fi from the drone to the internet service. As
farmland is often away from main communication infrastructure it may experience lack of direct internet
access. Therefore, we offer alternative route for passing data to the cloud service via local gateway and fog
nodes which should be positioned within Wi-Fi range from the drone.

6.3 Synchronizing data
Data from the sensors is spooled in local storage at drone gateway from where it is then propagated to cloud
service. Sensor data is essentially timeseries data in which timestamp is key identifier together with sensor
ID. Sensor id may be based on MAC, EPC address of the sensor or by another unique identifier. A common
information model will be designed in the SWAMP project to define the sensor data.
The challenge of the drone gateway is to make sure that data is replicated to the cloud service and not lost
on the way. A fog node may be used for temporary storage before sending the data to the cloud.

6.4 Legal challenges
Operation of drones in current regulatory environment is often challenging and vary vastly between
countries. Common rule is that there must be operator in line of sight of the drone and able to take control
of the drone at any time. This alone removes some of the benefits of autonomous drone gateway but ability
take control of the drone is still open to interpretation. For example, ability to force drone to land or head
home with mobile phone app can be interpreted as the ability to take control of the drone.
As legislation and technology matures it is not unconceivable that there could be a way for drones with
transponder to execute autonomous missions with approved flight plans. Our challenge in this project is how
ever to demonstrate benefits and feasibility of the technical aspects of drone gateway.
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6.5 Field Model Parameter Calibration
The outputs variables of the field differential model can be related to the drone measurements, in this way
the parameters of the field model can be calibrated for the different pilots of the projects. The exploited
methodologies will be based on classical parameters estimation methods and machine learning algorithms.
The field model will be used to optimize the irrigation on the basis of the estimated healthy crop status and
the forecasting yield concerning the field.

6.6 Data Filtering
Determine an estimate of the field parameters even in case of the presence of the anti-hail nets.

6.7 Estimation of germination losses
The germination losses will be determined by means of image processing allowing counting of the actual
number of germinated cotyledons. Statistics regarding the given field germination losses will be
determined based on classical statistics methods and machine learning. Thus, resulting in an optimization of
the seeding practices. Feasibility studies regarding the possibility of using Balloon UAV for low altitude flight
as requested to inspect the germination phase.
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7. Summary
This document describes the initial specification of the drone gateway that is used in the first phase of the
pilots. Based on the experiences of this first version, we will identify development needs and possible
challenges that affect the usage of drone gateway.
The next steps include:
•
•
•

Initial field tests with drones and wireless sensors;
Integration tests with fog and cloud services;
Generating mission planners for mobile gateways.
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9. Appendix 1 – Drone Platform Deployment for Imaging
1.

Architecture

When crops-based water need estimation is required, the SWAMP drone platform has to include additional
components like flight computer and imaging sensors, as shown in fig. 1. The Intel AeroReady to Fly
Drone was used to build a first prototype.

Figure 1 Drone Sensor Camera Architecture

Technical info
The Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone combine valuable capabilities and design flexibility intended to
accelerate the development of sophisticated drone applications. This drone development platform is built
around the Intel Aero Compute Board running a quad-core Intel Atom processor, offering performance in a
low power envelope. The software running on this board is completely Open Source, so developers can
customize. The integrated Intel RealSense R200 camera with stereo vision 3D imaging and depth sensing
offers developers a tool for developing advanced algorithms for collision avoidance and localization. The
Flight Controller embedded in the Intel Compute Board integrates Dronecode or PIX4 autopilots and
communicates with the Intel Aero Compute Board using the MAVlink protocol.
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Figure 2 Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone
Page Break

Figure 3 Technical Info
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Installing Ubuntu

In order to increase the capability of the Automatic Flight of the Intel Aero drone, we upgraded the systems
to Ubuntu, this was done to achieve a higher precision in the automatic flight because doing so, we are
capable to tune the parameter of the autopilots, by means of automatic control system theory. In the
following are reported the necessary step to install Ubuntu:
• Download Ubuntu 16.04.3 x64 Desktop
• Create a bootable disk (refer to the Ubuntu documentation)
• Plug Intel Aero to the wall power supply, the USB-OTG adapter, bootable USB key, hub, keyboard
and mouse. Power on.
• Type ESC to enter the BIOS
• Select boot manager, select your USB key and press Enter
• Install Ubuntu as you would on a computer
• In terms of options we choose:
o full disk install (erase Yocto and use all space for Ubuntu)
o do not install third party proprietary software (flash, mp3)
o choose to have my session opening automatically (it has networking consequences).
•
•

Connect Intel Aero to the network with internet access (using Ubuntu’s network manager)
Open a terminal and add Intel Aero Repository.

Installing Intel RealSense SDK

We can have different hardware sensors:
• If you have the Intel Aero Ready To Fly Drone, you will have Intel RealSense R200 Camera included.
• If you buy a third-party RealSense Camera, you may have a newer model such as D435 and the special
Intel USB3-OTG cable.
In our case we have the R200 and it requires the legacy branch of the SDK. The kernel driver for Intel
RealSense R200 is already included in the Intel Aero repository. To install the Intel RealSense SDK, we need
to write in the terminal the following commands:
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System Checks

After the installation of the various packages we need to check if everything is installed well. First of all, we
proceed to check the Kernel version using the command uname -a, you should see:

To check if the camera drivers are correctly installed and if they stream, run cpp-enumerate devices. On the
Ready To Fly Drone, you should see:

Page Break

To see the output of a camera, use the SDK tools:
• cpp-tutorial-1-depth (command line)
• cpp-capture (graphical).
Camera Streaming Daemon will stream the video feeds over the network with RTSP, a standard protocol.
RTSP video can be received by QGroundControl, VLC and typical video players on most platforms.
It covers the RGB sensor of Intel RealSense, but also the black and white downward facing camera, the depth
and Infrared sensors. On Ubuntu, Intel Aero is proposing 5 RTSP video feeds:
• RealSense R200, HD camera: rtsp://AERO_IP_ON_YOUR_NETWORK:8554/ video13
• RealSense R200, depth sensor: rtsp://AERO_IP_ON_YOUR_NETWORK:8554/rsdepth
• RealSense R200, infrared first camera: rtsp://AERO_IP_ON_YOUR_NETWORK:8554/rsir
• RealSense R200, infrared second camera: rtsp://AERO_IP_ON_YOUR_NETWORK:8554/rsir2
• Bottom facing B&W global shutter: rtsp://AERO_IP_ON_YOUR_NETWORK:8554/bottom
To check the version of the drivers installed on the Intel Aero Drone type: sudo aero-get-version.py. This
command will return BIOS, FPGA, OS information and the Flight Controller version. You should see:
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QGroundControl App

QGroundControl provides full flight control and mission planning for any MAVlink enabled
drone. It provides configuration for Ardupilot or PIX4 Pro powered vehicle. Its primary goal is
ease of use for first time and professional users. It runs on Windows, OS X, Linux, IOS and
Android.

Initial Setup

The Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone was tuned, calibrated and flight tested before it shipped from the factory.
After updating the flight stack, it is required to calibrate it again as the tuning parameters may have changed
on the upstream repositories. In the following are reported the important steps to connect
the QGroundControl software with the Drone:
1. Download and install the QGroundControl software application (QGC) onto a laptop. Please read all
instructions and release notes for your laptop’s operating system. The Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone was
tested with QGroundControl using a laptop running QGC for Ubuntu.
2. Connect your device running QGC to the Intel Aero Ready to Fly Drone using Wi-Fi:
• The Wi-Fi access point SSID for the drone will appear as "Aeroxxxxx" where xxxxx will be the

MAC address of the drone.
• The passkey for the Aero Wi-Fi access point is “1234567890”.
• Disable any firewall or VPN service on the laptop which is running QGC.

Figure 5 Settings menu

Calibration

The Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) and compass used by the Intel Aero Flight Controller to stabilize the drone
need to be calibrated. Here are reported the steps to calibrate the drone:
• Run QGC on a tablet or laptop and connect to the Intel Aero access point, ensure that the GPS and
the Battery are active (colored black) and have basic functionality in the top panel; (Figure 5)
• Navigate to the Airframe menu and select the Quadrotor Model/Intel Aero Drone; "Apply and
Restart"; (Figure 6)
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Figure 6 Phisical model Calibration

After the Reboot, reconnect QGC to the drone an navigate to the Radio menu and select "Calibrate".
Follow the instructions to calibrate the transmitter, selecting "Next" after each change; (Figure 7)
•

Figure 7 Radio Calibration
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Navigate to the Sensors menu. Select "OK" to start the sensor calibration process. Select Compass
menu and press "OK" to start the calibration process: position then rotate the Drone as indicated in each
of the 6 figures. Repeat the procedure for each sensor. In Figure 8 is reported an example of
Accelerometer calibration.
•

Figure 8 Accelerometer calibration

Programming Autonomous Flight Mission

In this section is reported the steps to plan an Autonomous mission:
• Connect QGC to the Intel Aero Drone;
• Navigate to Mission menu (AB Waypoint logo);
• Move the Home Waypoint in the desired position. Selecting the "H waypoint" you can choose the
main parameter for the mission, e.g. Altitude and speed. NB: select "Return to Launch" if you want that
the drone return and land in the initial position.
• Select Waypoint button and place the first waypoint near the "Home Position"--> this will the
"Takeoff" waypoint.
• Place waypoint until the desired flight path is achieved. NB: for each waypoint you can change the
properties like the Altitude, Speed, Waypoint Hold, Heading.
• Once the mission is defined, press Sync button) Upload and wait until the upload process is
completed.
• Once the mission is uploaded from the main menu you can start the mission sliding the button
"Mission Start".
During the definition of the mission remember to not exceed the 15 minutes of time of flight due to battery
autonomy, we recall also to fly in safety and always in line of sight. If there are any issue with the drone, you
can take control with the Radio controller switching the flight mode.
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Figure 9 Example of Mission Programming

2. Payload
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Figure 10 RedEdge-M

The Rededge-M is a professional multispectral camera capable of simultaneous capture of five discrete
spectral bands to generate precise and quantitative information on the vigor and the health of the crops.
There is a wide variety of spectral indices that can be obtained from multispectral images in order to have an
accurate information about the crop vegetative state. That indices are one of the inputs of the Field Model
Criteria, increasing the accuracy and the quality of the outputs such as the Water Estimation Need.
Number of Bands
Global Shutter
Resolution (GSD @120 m)
Bit Depth
Weight
Power Usage
Wifi
RTK Capability
FOV

Blue, Green, Red, Red-Edge, NearInfrared
All Bands
8 cm per pixel
12 bit
173 g
4 W nominal, 8 W peak
2.4 GHz
Yes
47.2°

RedEdge-M
In the following are reported the main features of the payload

Micasense App
The RedEdge-M camera hosts a Wi-Fi access point that is used for the configuration of the camera and live
preview of images acquired with the camera. Any device can be used to establish a connection with the
camera. To establish the Wi-Fi connection:
1. Turn on the camera and wait for the initialization process to complete;
2. Use the device’s Wi-Fi configuration method to search for Wi-Fi access point called "rededgeRMXXXXXXXX-XX". The Password is: micasense;
3. Once connected, open any web browser and access the camera’s web page by typing in
"192.168.10.254".

There are 4 main pages for the camera, as you can see in Figure 11a :
• The Home Page provides status information for the camera and the GPS receiver that is
connected to it.
• The Live View Page provides a live preview of images captured with the camera.
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Figure 11a Home pageFIGURE 11b Live View Page

The coverage pages provide information on the geographic location where the images in the SD card
were acquired based on the GPS information. This page also provides a calculator for estimating
parameters for mission planning. The Pre-flight Estimator is a calculator to estimate the results of a flight
mission. Entering the mission parameters (Altitude, flight speed, Area of the Field, Overlap) and press the
"calculate" button you can see the Estimated mission result in terms of settings parameters of the
camera (time between capture, distance between capture, storage space requirement).
• The settings page is used primarily to configure the Auto-Capture options for the camera.
The RedEdge-M supports three methods of Auto- Capture: Timer Mode, External Trigger mode and
Overlap mode.
• Setting the desired mode and pushing the "Start" button the camera starts to record.
•
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Figure 12a Cover PageFigure 12b Estimated Mission Result

Data Collection Recommendations

In the following are presented some basic guidelines to provide the best results:
Mission Planning: to obtain good data the area to be captured should be larger than the actual field
of interest. During the mission planning add a fly beyond field boundaries to maximize the coverage.
When setting up the mission, pay careful attention to the distance between tracks, the Overlap
(sidelap, frontlap) should be configured to yield 75 % both in forward direction as well as the side
direction on the parallel track.
•

Speed and Altitude: the frontlap along the flight direction also depends on the flight speed and
altitude above the ground. RedEde-M can capture images quickly (minimum time of capture 1 sec), so
there are combination of flight altitude and flight speed that will not yield proper frontlap or cannot be
•
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achieved the proper time of capture. Check the Figure 13b. N.B.: as you create a flight mission, if the field
to be mapped requires more than one flight to fully cover, the flights should overlap by at least one pass.
When you set the flight altitude, you should use at least the height of the tallest objects in order to avoid
collision.

Figure 13a Sample mission

Figure 13b Sample Overlap

Best Time for Capture: flights should be performed within two and a half hours of local solar noon.
By doing this, the output does not suffer from deep shadows, which can significantly affect the
multispectral results. The only exception to flying at solar noon would be if you were to fly in very sunny
conditions where, if the sun were directly overhead, it would produce sunspots in the data you acquire.
In cases like this, it is recommended flying while the sun is at a lower angle.
•
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Calibrated Reflectance Panels: to create reflectance-compensated outputs, an image on a calibrated
reflectance panel should be captured immediately before and immediately after each and every flight.
The panel should be placed flat on the ground, far away any objects that could affect the light that
illuminates it. In Order to collect reflectance compensated results, the light conditions at the time of
capture should be consistent throughout any one flight. Avoid capturing data in partly cloudy days with
rolling clouds.
•
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Figure 14a Sunspot and Clouds

Figure 14b Reflectance panel Capture

Nadir: it is extremely important to ensure that the camera is pointing at nadir or close to nadir as
possible. Take into account for the tilt of the aircraft as it flies forward and adjust the camera’s position
accordingly
•

Sloped Terrain: if you are flying over sloped terrain, maintain an altitude which is constant relative
to the slope/ground , and fly perpendicular to the field.
•

Implementation of the payload on Intel Aero Drone

In order to implement in the best way the RedEdge-M to the Intel RTF Drone we had to:
Design and develop the anti-vibration adapter and the gps-plate to implement the anti-vibration kit
and the DLS of the RedEdge-M using 3D printing;
• Design and develop the RedEdge-M adapter to connect the camera to the anti-vibration kit
• Design and develop the legs of drone to protect the payload from accidental blow, using 3D Print;
• Design and develop of a new power cable, capable to feed the RedEdge- M with the battery of the
Intel Aero Drone.
• Implementation of the RedEdge-M on the drone balancing the weight of the battery;
•
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Since in our first flight with the complete systems we experienced a resonance effect between the
Camera and the rotors, we Tune the PID parameters of the Autopilots in order to increase the robustness
of the system and the precision of the maneuver. (Change the parameter of the Derivative to zero of the
roll and pitch autopilot).
•

Data Analysis: Pix4d Mapper
The data gathered from the inspection are analyzed using Pix4d Mapper, a photogrammetry software for
professional drone mapping. Pix4Dmapper can generate Index map needed to calibrate the parameters of
the field models. The field model will be used to optimize the irrigation on the basis of the
estimated health crop status and the forecasting yield concerning the field. The main parameters that are
concerning this analysis are the following:
• NDVI: it is a graphical indicator that assess whether the target being observed contains live green
vegetation or not.
• LAI: is a dimensionless quantity that characterizes plant canopies. It is Used to predict
photosynthetic primary production, evapotranspiration and as a reference tool for crop growth.
• NDRE: is a metric that can be used to analyses whether images obtained from multi-spectral camera
contain health vegetation or not.
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